To Whom It May Concern,

I oppose the new solar tax idea because it is unethical to 1. Introduce a tax on a household that is helping the environment and the electrical solar current added to the grid is beneficial to the environmental clean energy.

2. It is unethical because the electrical current added to the grid is costing the electrical companies nothing and they use it to supply others.

3. A normal household that has invested thousands of dollars to help the environment and reduce the cost of electrical bills did this in the market of "A code of marketing" at the time that did not mention a tax on their investment.

4. A normal household should be exempt because it is different from the on mass commercial buildings that have 50 plus panels and other commercial solar investments that are producing a thousand X more than
a normal household.

5. It is not affordable for me as a pensioner (which are very expensive to buy batteries). This is one of the strategies that is marketed to reduce the energy going to the grid.

Also any tax on my solar would reduce my saving on electrical bills and I currently do my winter have to get help from EPA vouchers even though I have solar.

Even though I have & panels of solar my electricity bill on a pension is still a hardship for me.

I bought the solar panels years ago when I was still working so I could reduce the electrical bills. It took a long time to pay for them and the sales people habitually showed me how many years I would take to pay for them and the savings in the long run.
Thank you for considering this matter.
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